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Stitch an inviting neighborhood with the cozy details of daily life! From a charming church to a

country cabin, and the town hall to the fire station, 9 full-size appliquÃ© patterns and borders come

together to make a full-size quilt or 4-block wallhanging. Personalize your village with embroidery

and choose from two colorways to make it your own. Learn appliquÃ© techniques and pick your

favorite methodâ€•hand or machine appliquÃ©â€•to get sewing right away!
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I love applique projects and this is no exception. I am doing my blocks with "Wash-Away Applique"

sheets by C&T Publishing. I love them. They work great. I believe this is not a project for a beginner

applique person. The directions are not very detailed. The author does have a You Tube video

which helps immensely. But still I would have like more directions on each block. Since I have

appliqued so much over the years, I was able to figure everything out. I am very glad I purchased

this pattern and am enjoying making the project.

These village building patterns are so gorgeous! There was a lit of thought into writing & designing

this. It is infortunate  does not show all the 9 blocks you get. This is not in the form of a book, but

rather an envelope cover with an instruction booklet & full sized patterns inside. Instructions are not

detailed, and the applique is on the advanced side. I would believe a beginner may find it advanced.



The front shows 4 of the blocks. The back cover shows the other blocks which include: Town Hall,

Good Neighbors, Edge of the Woods, Under the Old Tree, Oxford House. I truly love these patterns,

and applaud Felicia Brenoe.

This pattern is one of the best that Felicia's has produced! Her eye for detail is amazing! The

instructions are easy to follow and do no matter what level of quilting you're at. I've been able to

attend a class of Felicia's and feel very comfortable with her ease of instruction as well. Her method

and teaching of quilting is well worth taking a class with her. This quilt is one that I will be completing

very soon and am very glad that I have it. It's very unique and can be changed around if wanted to.

This pattern as well as other Felicia Brenoe patterns are well worth it. Have fun quilting!

"My Cozy Village" is a great pattern. I am a new to applique and Felicia Brenoe's clear and easy to

follow instructions built confidence with every block! The pattern pieces are easy to use and the

book is filled with beautiful examples of the quilt in progress. Ms. Brenoe's use of color and pattern

is awesome and inspirational!

Felicia's new pattern is a delight! My Cozy Village is a collection of house blocks that can be made

as traditional or modern as you like. She offers different styles of appliquÃ© to create your own

village and gives clear directions. The options are endless with this pattern!
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